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Hide speakers in cabinet

· Discussion Starter • #1 • March 22, 2017 I have read a number of threads about including speakers in cabinets and the impact on the sound. I would like to hear your comments on my plan. To build my first home theater and the woman had a few musts that I am accommodating to. She wanted the theatre to look clean
when it was finished, and for her it meant that there were no speakers on the floor or on think stands. For the front of the room, I decided to build a wooden enclosure that would serve as the center of the room and house the two fronts, the center and one of my subwoofers. I know that a wooden case is probably only the
worse material, but I am a wood worker and love wood. I use pine wood to frame the structure and cherry to procure it (both cherry wood and veneer). Speakers: Martin-Logan Motion 60XT fronts, 50XT Center and Dynamo 1500X. To alleviate the sound problems, my ideas are as follows: - I currently have a bare
cement floor. I'm not going to build a floor in the closet and insulate the speakers from the closet. I put a rubber mat (or something similar) on the cement and stand the 60XTs on another layer of something (suggestions?) with spikes. I thought of the wall mounting of the central speaker (50XT), with rubber between the
brackets and the wall. Not sure what the subwoofer on --can't remember when subs come with spikes. - The front of the cabinet in which the speakers are housed will have fabric fronts and the speakers will be moved forward as far as possible. - Lining the entire inside of the housing with 2-inch acoustic foam (wedge
shape). - When I build the pine frame, I have 1/16 inch thick rubber to make seals where wood touches wood. I will also use the rubber between cement floor and wooden frame. I can't do this with the cherry to cherry contact points, but I will use glue and screws to prevent vibrations at the seams. I can insert rubber
between the pine frame and the cherry. I have attached a line drawing of what the Cabinet will look like. Well, that's what I think. Thoughts? Theater Front Cabinet (Drawing NEW).jpg 115.2 KB Views: 354 I have read a number of threads about including speakers in cabinets and the effects on the sound. I would like to
hear your comments on my plan. To build my first home theater and the woman had a few musts that I am accommodating to. She wanted the theatre to look clean when it was finished, and for her it meant that there were no speakers on the floor or on think stands. For the front of the room I decided to build a wooden
enclosure that would serve as the center of the room and the two fronts, the center and one of my subwoofers, Should. I know that a wooden case is probably only the worse material, but I am a wood worker and love wood. I use pine wood to frame the structure and cherry to procure it (both cherry wood and veneer).
Speakers: Martin-Logan Motion 60XT fronts, 50XT Center and Dynamo 1500X. To alleviate the sound problems, my ideas are: - I have a bare cement floor. I'm not going to build a floor in the closet and insulate the speakers from the closet. I put a rubber mat (or something similar) on the cement and stand the 60XTs on
another layer of something (suggestions?) with spikes. I thought of the wall mounting of the central speaker (50XT), with rubber between the brackets and the wall. Not sure what the subwoofer on --can't remember when subs come with spikes. - The front of the cabinet in which the speakers are housed will have fabric
fronts and the speakers will be moved forward as far as possible. - Lining the entire inside of the housing with 2-inch acoustic foam (wedge shape). - When I build the pine frame, I have 1/16 inch thick rubber to make seals where wood touches wood. I will also use the rubber between cement floor and wooden frame. I
can't do this with the cherry to cherry contact points, but I will use glue and screws to prevent vibrations at the seams. I can insert rubber between the pine frame and the cherry. I have attached a line drawing of what the Cabinet will look like. Well, that's what I think. Thoughts? Jsut use AT, acoustically transparent, fabric
on the front and you should be fine. If you are using a projector in the room, you can put the speakers behind it with AT material. · Have you ever heard or seen the JBL Paragon? a beautiful cabinet with built-in speakers. Maybe it gives you some ideas. It also sounds good. · KEF has some amazing in-wall speakers that
are designed to use the wall itself to spread the sound. If the woman is dead to keep it clean, then you can give them a look. Sent by my VS986 with Tapatalk I agree with your wife. I also don't like seeing speakers. What exactly are your concerns about how being in a cabinet will affect sound? Discussion Starter • #6 •
March 22, 2017 I agree with your wife. I also don't like seeing speakers. What exactly are your concerns about how being in a cabinet will affect sound? Worry 1 is that not all the sound would go straight forward, so it would jump/swing around and have some influence on the clarity of the sound or perhaps generate an
echo. Worry 2 is that the wood would vibrate and produce its own sound. I think I'm covering some of that with my plan. I just don't know if I'm thinking about it or thinking about it. Or, if my plan sucks thanks to everyone for typing. · Worry 1 is that not all the sound would go straight forward, so it would jump/swing around
and have some influence on the clarity of the sound or maybe generate an echo Worry 2 is that the wood would vibrate and produce its own sound. I think I'm covering some of that with my plan. I just don't know if I'm thinking about it or thinking about it. Or, if my plan sucks thanks to everyone for typing. I think your plan
looks good. But why pay extra for the beauty of the ML 60s when you'll never see them? For the same or less, you could some Powersound Audio (PSA) or JTR speakers that are better suited for HT use. Unless you get the Dynamo 1500 for less than half the price, you should go to some of the Internet direct providers
for a sub. PSA, HSU, Rythmik, JTR, Seaton. SVS sells internet directly and through retail stores such as BB and Crutchfield. · You may be completely satisfied, but you have severely restricted speaker positioning, which affects the sound. Living spaces are a PIA, so we have human caves, just good enough for a bear,
but unlimited possibilities for speaker positioning. · I know that a wooden case is probably only the worse material, but I am a wood worker and love wood. I use pine wood to frame the structure and cherry to procure it (both cherry wood and veneer). - The front of the cabinet in which the speakers are housed will have
fabric fronts and the speakers will be moved forward as far as possible. - Lining the entire inside of the housing with 2-inch acoustic foam (wedge shape). - When I build the pine frame, I have 1/16 inch thick rubber to make seals where wood touches wood. I will also use the rubber between cement floor and wooden
frame. I can't do this with the cherry to cherry contact points, but I will use glue and screws to prevent vibrations at the seams. I can insert rubber between the pine frame and the cherry. I have attached a line drawing of what the Cabinet will look like. Well, that's what I think. Thoughts? OP- Can you provide additional
information about the final build? I would like to see how you designed the cupboard doors! I have a custom case for my front three LCR speakers under my projection screen, all M&amp;K S150, and they sound fantastic. Make sure you use acoustically transparent fabric or perforated doors, take off all speaker grills
before placing them in the closet, and angle them toward your listening position. If you want, go ahead and line the inside with foam, but when I did, I heard no improvement. I've had them in the stands years ago, but I was shocked at how good they sounded in the Cabinet. I even hear stereo with them sometimes and
the imaging is excellent. It's all in fishing the speakers to your listening area. Even THX recommends putting speakers behind acoustically transparent screens for the best home theater experience, so such practices are not frowned upon at all. 1 Find a place for your speakers that is not visible. Standing speakers are
designed to be placed near the front of a room, but if you want to dress them up, They instead move them towards the corners of the room. You can sacrifice a little acoustic quality, but your speakers will be less visible. [1] 2 paint or color your wooden speaker box to match your décor. When you paint your speaker box,
the speaker fronts aren't obscured, but they can help the speakers look like they belong as part of the room. Keep in mind that heavy colors can change the acoustics of your speaker, to a bright spot or use Spraypaint. [2] If you can, disassemble your speaker before painting it. Carefully remove the cones, wiring and
other components, then replace them as soon as the paint is completely dry. 3 Hide your speakers in cupboards to make them look like furniture. Place your floorstanding speakers in large cabinets they can completely hide from the eyes, but make sure that the cabinets have a mesh or grid work at the front so that the
sound waves can still escape. [3] 4 Build the speakers into the walls for a seamless look. If you are practical with carpentry, try to install your speakers in the wall. Find the best acoustic location for your speakers, and then cut a hole in your wall where you want them to use the speaker. Place the speaker in the hole so
that it is easily plugged in and cover the opening with mesh or lattice work. [4] 5 Choose a speaker from a material that fits into your décor. If you're looking for new speakers, look for one that, of course, is in contact with your home. For example, if you have hardwood floors, you can look for a speaker with a case made
of the same wood as your flooring. 6 Buy speakers that look like furniture. When you place a speaker in a closet, the sound is muted, but if you're looking for a new speaker, you can search for options that look like furniture. 1 Hide cords in sight with a channel. A channel might sound like something a professional
electrician needs to install, but it's actually just a cover that was made to obscure electrical cables. Conduit channels, also known as racecourses, can be installed along the floor or down a wall and then painted to fit perfectly into your color scheme. [5] 2 Hide long wires along your baseboards and around doors. If you
have long wires that connect your speaker system, keep them off the ground by running them along your baseboards and through your door frames. You can attach them with plug-in cable clips that you can get in a hardware store. [6] 3 Run the wires under your flooring or wall for an invisible look. To completely
camouflage wires, drill a hole in your wall or floor near your speakers, and then drill another near your power outlet. Insert the wires into the first hole, and then fish the wires through the second hole. [7] 4 Go wirelessly to avoid the problem completely. When you buy new floorstanding speakers, you don't necessarily
have to deal with wires. There are a number of wireless and the models range from basic speakers to high-end acoustics. Ask a question thank you! Thank you! Thank you! Thank you! Every day at wikiHow, we work hard to give you access to instructions and information to help you live a better life, whether it keeps you
safer, healthier or improves your well-being. Amid the current public health and economic crises, in which the world is changing dramatically and we are all learning and adapting to changes in daily life, people need wikiHow more than more than Your support helps wikiHow you can create more detailed illustrated articles
and videos and share our trusted brand of teaching content with millions of people around the world. Please remember to contribute to wikiHow today. This article was co-authored by our trained team of editors and researchers who validated it for accuracy and completeness. WikiHow's content management team
carefully monitors the work of our editorial staff to ensure that each article is supported by trusted research and meets our high quality standards. This article has been viewed 11,834 times. Co-authors: 5 Updated: March 29, 2019 Views: 11,834 Categories: Print audio speakers Send fan mail to authors thanks to all
authors for creating a page that has been read 11,834 times. be.
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